
Section 1 
What do you do with WordPress 

+ support, community, core, themes, plugins, meta, documentation, mobile, accessibility, tide: I'm developer 
+ support, community, design, mobile: I'm designer 
+ support, community, polyglots, training, marketing, tv, documentation: I'm content creator, blogger or marketeer 
+ support, community, polyglots, marketing, documentation: I'm WordPress user  / other 
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Section 2 
What Are You Passionate About? 

+ core, themes, plugins, tide, accessibility: Web development, Backend development, etc...
+ tide, meta: Writing tests, Support codebase for WordPress.org 
+ support, training: Helping others  
+ mobile: Mobile apps design or development 
+ core, meta, documentation: Documentation 
+ core, tide: Testing 
+ design: Web design 
+ support, polyglots, training, meta, tv: Content creation 
+ marketing: Marketing 
+ community: Organizing a meetup or helping community 
+ polyglots: Translation 
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Section 3 
Do you have experience with or you are eager to try? 

+ support: Q&A, helping others use program, tech support or any type of support 
+ community: Organizing events, groups, etc... 
+ polyglots: Writing translations 
+ training:  
+ marketing: Marketing 
+ tv: Photography, video recording or processing 
+ core, meta: Writing code, fixing bugs, etc... 
+ themes: Creating or editing WordPress themes 
+ plugins: Creating or editing WordPress plugins 
+ documentation: Writing in general. Creating documentations for projects or software. 
+ design: Web design, UX or UI design 
+ mobile: Mobile apps development or design 
+ accessibility: Implementing accessibility standards 
+ tide: Writing automated tests
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4 Section 4
Final result displayed
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App frontend workflow

- In every section user can select multiple choices. Bolded words below represent keys, while normal font words represent values (questions). 
- In section 1, when user select one or multiple choices, all keys are collected in a single array and made unique. Than we display values
(questions) from section 2 where key exists. The same pattern is applied to section 3 from section 2. In section 3, user can choose one or multiple
choices. We than collect all keys (which now represent teams), make them unique and represent them to user as result in section 4.  
- We can later maybe introduce next step where the user will select some of the teams and save the result to his email. 
- In section 3, if only one choice is set to be displayed, we than skip section 3 and parse results for section 4. 

App backend workflow

- In backend, user will select which teams he wish to disable. By default, all teams under Section 4 are active. Then we start check. For example:
User want to disable community. In section 1, when parsing first question, we remove key: community from its list of keys. If there are other keys
left, we display the question or opposite. And so on for all other questions in the form in all sections. 
- This kind of workflow would allow us easy modification and easy adding of new options, groups or teams. 


